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Abstract: In this paper we explore various formulas and power strategies often used in design of
contemporary consumption spaces t o im pose certa in experiences and ultimately fulfil higher
consumption goals. P redominant i n recent researc h is a belief that these strategies

manipulate

users’ se nsorial an d em otional ex periences i n such a way th at th eir actions ar e c onsiderably
constrained. We challenge these critiques and focus on power of sedu ction and am bience, as well
as user ’s subjective reading of spaces, starting with the as sumption that curr ent design strategies
are not necess arily negative phe nomena. Recent transformations in t he design of consum ption
spaces m ay result from the softening of re presentations of power , and vice versa. Usin g multidisciplinary, human-oriented and phenomenological a pproach we ai m to de velop a n appropriate
research instrument for investigating seduction as a subjective and elusive phenomenon.
Key words: seduction, architectural design, subjectivity, multi-sensorial experience

1. Introduction
The m ost co mmon in itial res ponse to built en vironment is e motional and m ulti-sensorial. Architecture h as an
immense po tential to en gage with p eople’s sen sorial an d emotional experience m ore effectively than other a rt
forms. However, it seems that architectural practice either neglects this fact or manipulates with it in such a way
that people’s behaviour is determined. In recent research predominant is a belief that contemporary public spaces
are both monotonous and over-aestheticised, using various unidirectional formulas and obvious power strategies
to impose certain experiences and ultimately fulfil their higher consumption goals. [3]
We c hallenge these negative cri tiques an d re-explore t hese p ower st rategies t hat s pan fr om ri gid c ontrol an d
surveillance, to less obv ious on es such as p leasure prin ciple, th eming, atm ospherics or aest heticisation. Ou r
focus is on understanding and defining of the nature and manifestations of power of seduction in contemporary
consumption spaces. Moving the attention from ‘power over’ to ‘power to’ [5] we start with the assumption that
current design strategies should not be understood as necessarily negative phenom ena, as the esse nce of every
design is to produce cer tain ou tcomes. Operating pr imarily o n a s ubconscious bodily an d em otional l evel,
seduction considerably depends on number and diversity of positive sensorial stimuli provided. Seductive design
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can thu s tri gger and sub tly d irect p eople’s bodily an d mental atten tion towards po sitive d istractions that
otherwise would not be seen, and thus contribute to their subjective well-being.
We desc ribe contemporary consumption spaces as com plex a nd hybrid s paces t hat ha ve sl owly abandoned
unified schem es of c ommon s hopping e nvironments suc h as t hose o f t ypical s hopping m alls, o pposing t o t he
rules of manipulation and opening possibilities for more diverse experiences and space-user interactions to occur.
In fact, these recent structural and functional transformations may have resulted from the softening of mediation
and representation of p ower in these space s, and vice versa. We trace these transformations f ocusing o n t he
phenomenological nature of seduction, which is manifested in the blurring of the borders between seducers and
seduced, user and space, in i nteractive play with power e xchange, which rules are elusive and yet trans parent.
However, this dilution of power representation does not necessarily indicate its weakening.
Finally, we propose an appropriate research instrument for investigating and evaluating the role and potentials of
seduction (as subjective and elusive phenomenon) in architectural design, in more rigorous and scientific manner,
leading to a new t heoretical con cept of sed uction. Th rough th is we ar e re-introducing su bjectivity and r eevaluating its role and validity in architectural design research.

2. Manipulative Design Strategies – Critical Review of Recent Theories and Design Practices
2.1 Privatisation and Consumption
Predominant in the existing literature on public space is that its cha racter and quality has been lost. The majority
of c ritiques t ake a si milar di rection em phasizing t he privatisation an d co mmodification, togeth er with
surveillance tech niques, as t he m ain factors t hat led to undermining of th e variety, democratic v alues an d
uniqueness of

traditional public

space. [3,5] As a

conse quence, cont emporary public

spaces are ofte n

characterised as quasi-public, homogeneous and inauthentic, inaccessible and pseudo-diverse.
However, consumption plays an important role in our ev eryday life. It can no longer be described as a ‘parasitic
activity’ [2], but rather a force accordi ng to which our cities are

designed a nd re-shaped. Re cently built

consumption spaces, including shopping malls, the me park s, a nd muse ums, see m to break the traditional
distinctions between private and public, leisure and consumption, culture and economy, etc. Instead of involving
explicit money exchange consumption has rather transformed into the pursuit of pleasure that comes from space
experience.

2.2 Manipulation vs. Seduction
Dovey [5] defines manipulation as a mode of coercion which operates through keeping the subject ignorant and
obeying. The intrusion of power is almost invisible to the subject and creates an illusion of free choice.
Seduction in consumption spaces is usually linked to a leading astray mode of ‘power over ’, which manifests
itself through prescribed architectural design in order to manipulate people’s pleasure, time and money spent. [7]
For Dovey [5], although softer and sometimes pleasant it strikes someone’s desires and facilitates the illusion of
the free development of self-identity, while in fact it shapes someone’s perception, cognition and preferences.
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However, seduction has been an i nnate part of m any designs in the past, such as pleasure gardens, arcades or
theatres. [15 ] Once it got used as a co mmercial in strument and for consumption go als sedu ction h as been
misunderstood and m arked a s ne gative phenomenon. We define se duction as a s ubtle an d s uggestive f orm of
power exc hange which, unlike m anipulation, does not tr y to deceive t he se duced. It s powe r rather relies on
interaction an d ackno wledgement of both real and unreal, pleas ure a nd pain, limit and lim itless, m aterial an d
immaterial, et c. While m anipulation keeps th e subj ect ig norant, seduction acqu ires both bodily and
mental/emotional action, and this is where its actual power is situated. See Figure 1.
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Figure. 1 – Phenomenological Nature and Principles of Seduction – Body/Space Interaction

2.3 Seduction, Multi-Sensorial Experience and Emotions
Another understanding of seduction refers t o sex a ppeal and se xual ent icement. Thi s er otic di mension of
seduction in architectural discourse has been manifested through a metaphor of human body [15]. Space may be
sensual by th e v ery means of its con struction, materials, co lours an d tex tures. However, it is on ly the sp ecific
relationships of these elements and their symbolic meanings that give a space an ‘erotic aura’. It is the ambiguity
and ambivalence, which make a space e rotic. Accordingly, transitory experience, penetration and mobility seem
to be esse ntial for se ductive experience s of s pace. According to T schumi erotic ism has its architectural
manifestation in deconstructivism and excess, in discontinuity and non-linearity, inventiveness and dynamics, in
establishing of ne w links while brea king t he ol d ones. [16] Many of our s paces m ay seem monotonous and
without a ny sensorial a ppeal. H owever, sed uctive e xperiences re quire t ime fo r looking a nd luring, for playing
and exploring, but the rapid tempo of modern life often does not provide much of it.
The concept of seduction seems to be more positively applied in marketing and branding discourses. Successful
products go beyond m ere f unctional a nd visual i nnovation t o s park human em otions - es pecially curi osity,
surprise, an d i magination. Seduction i s see n as an i nherent pr ocess of design co nsisting of three main st eps –
enticement (build ing atten tion, surprise, novelty, sm all p romises), relatio nship (bu ilding conn ections to user’s
emotions and personal goals) and fulfilment (promising and giving award, pleasure and deeper experience). [9]
While the first and last steps are momentary, the m iddle can be drawn out almost indefinitely. Similarly, from
early on retailers realized t hat cons umers are conside rably i nfluenced by atm osphere and physical st imuli
experienced at th e point of pu rchase. Atmospheric research ex amines a wide range of cognitive, affective and
behavioural re sponses a nd proposes a PAD f ramework based o n res ponses al ong t hree em otional di mensions:
Pleasure/Displeasure (P), Arousal/Non-Arousal (A) and Dominance/Submissiveness (D). [4]
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Although criticized for being driven by t he economic interests an d focused on individual properties of space or
products, these methods seem to be useful for better understanding of the phenomenon of mediating power in
contemporary public spaces , of t he ways people’s sensua l attention can be t riggered and guided. The design
research needs to go beyond the five corporeal senses and include neglected higher senses, such as the sense of
ego and self-awareness, balance and motion, thoughts, language and speech, life and time continuum. [6]

2.4 From Manipulation to Seduction - Hard vs. Soft Boundaries
Manipulation i n typ ical sho pping m alls g oes b eyond th e surveillance, ‘h ard bo xes’ and ‘h ard boundaries’. It
involves numerous

space and sensor ial ele ments, including space

la yout, alloc ation of acti vities and

communications (en trances, escalato rs, elev ators, stai rs and p arking), li mited v isibility (u ncertainty an d
confusion), ‘muzak’ and strategic smell, etc.
Pleasure principle is ano ther strategy criticized for inducing hedonic aesthetic values and naturalising the right
to seek p leasure and avo id pain. Ov er-aestheticised sp ace, filled with endless p leasant sti mulations, actu ally
creates a so-called blasé outlook that is an inability to fully respond to various stimuli. In other words, aesthetic
experience becomes anaesthetic. [11]
The critiques of commercialized public spaces most often refer to a dumb-bell plan of a common shopping mall.
It is usually an elongated box, consisting of two large anchor stores at either e nds of a shopping mall joined by
an arcade with smaller shops. The principle is that the anchors (the most attractive stores) act as magnets, being
located in the deepest cells of the structure. In such an arrangement familiar mall tricks occur: ‘limited entrances,
escalators placed only at the end of corridors, fountains and benches carefully positioned to entice shoppers into
stores.’ [3] Their numbing repetitiveness con tinuously sti mulates i mpulsive con sumption. However, dumb-bell
shopping malls have been rarely built in their pure forms. Their structure has been changed over time. It is easy
to slip int o a rhetoric wh ich considers the publicness of commercial spaces as nothing m ore tha n a n artifice,
spaces which are cut-off from the surroundings, encl osed within forbidding walls and inward-looking. In fact,
only a few trad itional enclosed shopping centres have been built in the United States and Canada in the last two
decades. [17] However, the concept of shopping keeps being criticised as it becomes the main model for all other
types of public spaces today. The recent trend abandoning traditional shoppi ng malls, actually dem onstrates its
overwhelming success. Aba ndoned from the m all, shoppi ng conquered the city as a whole. T he whole city is
becoming ‘malled’. [10]
However, t he melting of physical str uctures, th e sof tening of hard physical b oundaries b etween i nside and
outside and better co nnection with t he surrounding co ntext ch allenges th e imm ense inflex ibility o f our
architecture and opens new possibilities for more creative and interactive design. Although this phenomenon can
be interpreted as dematerialisation of architecture [8,14], where the physical, sensual and embodied essence of
architecture is disappea ring, we propose the o pposite. Human b odies are porous a nd pe rmeable, dee ply
connected with the external environment and incomplete, taking in sensation, matter and information, as well as
producing them. As such, they may better resonate in more organic and ambiguous spaces. Seduction manifested
in constant change, irregularity and active interaction can trigger and encourage these connections. See Figure 2.
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Figure. 2 – Research Process - Process of Developing Research Instrument

3. Investigating Seduction – Principles for Developing a Research Instrument
The main principles according to which our research instrument is developed is explained below. As seduction is
an elusive phenomenon and users’ interactions with space are highly subjective, affective, and therefore difficult
to perceive, m easure a nd ev aluate, t he ap proach proposed i s p redominantly p henomenological. The resea rch
methods include critical revi ew, interpretation a nd inter-connecting of relevant the ories and desi gn practices (as
reviewed above, but no t limi ted to) and a proposal fo r original research based on post-occupancy ev aluation
(POE) and an experiential phenomenological approach. See Figure 3.
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Figure. 3 – Steps in Developing Research Instrument

Figure. 4 – Post-Occupancy Evaluation Phases

3.1 Post-Occupancy Evaluation (POE)
Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) is defined as ‘the process of evaluating buildings in a systematic and rigorous
manner after they h ave been bu ilt and occu pied for some ti me.’ [13 ] Nu merous b enefits of POE in clude:
indications of p roblems and

potential s olutions, i ncreased understanding of use rs’ nee ds an d b uilding

performance, appropriate decision making, reduction of costs, improvements in future design, etc.
We propose a n i nvestigative f orm of P OE, w hich steps a re summarised in Fi gure 4. It serves to indicate: the
existence and modes of representation and mediation of seduction (and other power strategies) in contemporary
consumption spaces; se ductive elements of consumption space design; user ’s attitudes, subj ective perceptions,
preferences and evaluations of space; relations between attention, seduction and multi-sensorial stimulation.

Case studies
The case studies should be carefully selected t o meet the above stated objectives and hypotheses and a fter brief
preliminary investigations. The main principles for choosing appropriate case studies are summarised bellow:
1. For better comparison all th e selected spaces should be of the similar type (i.e. all shopp ing malls, all theme
parks, etc.), comparable in size and surrounding context, number of activities they accommodate, etc.
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2. In order to t race th e latest tran sformations in bo th design and m anifestation of power, case stud ies sh ould
represent different types, both in te rms of their stru ctural layouts and programmes (i.e. unde rground spaces,
open s paces, e nclosed s paces, semi-ope n s paces, predom inantly shoppi ng space s, leisure and ente rtainment
spaces, transitory spaces, etc.). Suc h typology s hould be primarily linked to public area s within these spaces.
Typological analysis may show t hat m ore com plex, hybrid and or ganic typ es po ssess more sedu ctive an d
sensorial qualities, as opposed to simpler types where manipulation and control are arguably easier to maintain.
3. As we assum e that seduction is u tilised globally, if possible it is pref erable to c hose spaces from dif ferent
cultural and urban c ontexts. The investigators should be familiar with a nd feel comfortable within the spaces
under i nvestigation, i n order t o m ake t he fi eldwork easi er an d en sure more meaningful an d acc urate dat a,
interpretations and evaluation. The critiques argue that c ommercialised spaces are still built according to the
same principle s, creating cha ins of so-called non-spaces [ 1] and having t he sam e i nfluence on pe ople and
urban development. The results may actually show t hat a different cultural background can sha pe the spaces,
similar in their structure, but different in use and level of appreciation.

Experiential phenomenological method – first-person observation
Experiential phenomenological method suggests that the aesthetic quality of an en vironment is inseparable from
its meaning to people. It uses a descriptive form of evaluation and emphasises the subjective role of a researcher
as an active participant who observes and interact with the particular setting.
During structured fi rst-person observation the researcher should focus on: overall am bience of space; sensorial
qualities of spaces; architectural elements of space (sub-spaces, façades, passages, meeting points, etc.) and their
relations (inside-out, u p-down, c overed-uncovered, l ight-dark, l ight-heavy, o paque-transparent, et c.); pe ople’s
movement, behaviour and use of spaces. Both quantitative and qualitative data should be obtained using detailed
description, va rious measuring techniques, m apping, check-lists, resea rch di ary, p hotography, vi deo reco rding,
etc. Observations should be conducted during at least two whole workdays and two weekend days.

Participatory survey/task journeys
As it is assu med that seduction occurs primarily on a subconscious level and is related to sensorial experience a
more indirect type of surveying technique is proposed. This technique advocates for users’ active participation by
performing certain tasks which should provide indirect evidence for investigated phenomenon. In each space, we
propose two walks followed by two in-depth interviews, and a sho rt questionnaire. The number of participants
should be at least 10 in each selected case. The time of the walk should be limited to 30-45 min.
- First ‘seductive’ journey: During this walk participants need to tak e 10 photographs of whatever they want,
without any limitations, except that they are not allowed to take photos while being inside any of the retail stores.
During this walk the participants should not be aware of the purpose of the investigation, in order to avoid any
biased outcomes. For the same reason, the rout of the walk should not be controlled. The intention is to indirectly
find out the participants’ first affective, emotional a nd sensorial subj ective reading of space, and thus uncove r
what elements of space affected their attention and attracted them the most.
- First interview: After fi nishing t he first task , each participant should describe his/h er ov erall sub jective
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experience a nd t he at mosphere of s pace i n his/her own words, without any i nterference f rom t he i nvestigator.
Then they should describe each photograph they have taken in five keywords, as we ll as t o elaborate on what
exactly attracted their attention and why. Further questions can be added. They should be formed in such a way
that they do not indicate the investigator’s personal opinion.
- Second ‘multi-sensorial’ journey: After the first interview the researcher should explain the purpose of his/her
work to the participants. Having that in mind they then pursue the second journey and take another 10 photos,
but this tim e foc using on positive a nd negative m ulti-sensorial stim uli av ailable, their s ubjective mood a nd
comfort in space. They should be t old that they are al lowed to take the same photos again. In this more guided
walk the participants should take a similar rout, so that the outcomes from the two walks are comparable.
- Second interview: After fin ishing th e seco nd task, each p articipant sh ould exp lain the do minant sen sorial
stimulation/s and/or mood in each photographed space, how pleasant or comfortable the de tected stimulation/s
is/are. This time they do not necessarily need to describe each photograph in five keywords; for the sake of later
comparative analysis the researcher should extract five (if possible) the most prominent words and phrases from
gathered descriptions. Finally, the participants describe and evaluate in detail the overall place, considering each
of five generally known senses (vision, hearing, touch, taste and smell), as well as the functionality of space and
their em otional relations hip with s pace. T he researcher shoul d pay special attention to a ny indic ation of
expressed higher senses.
- Short on-site survey
At the end of the second interview the participants should complete a short questionnaire based on principles of
environmental psychologists’ research on atmospherics and approach-avoidance behaviour methods (Mehrabian
and Russell’s PAD Framework) [4], as well as on the c oncept of seductive experience developed by Khaslavsky
and Shedroff [9], as explained above. The purpose of this on-site survey is to fu rther test th e relation between
seduction and number, diversity and i ntensity of se nsorial stimuli in space, as well as to determine the level of
seductiveness of each s pace. The number of pa rticipants completing this questionnaire should be greater tha n
these 10 in order to create a valid sample for later statistical analysis.
The s urvey s hould consist of two pa rts – the first related to se ductive proper ties of space a nd the second
concerned with sensorial q ualities o f sp ace. Each part should i nclude the sam e n umber of opposite p roperties
(not necessarily in negative-positive relation) an d the participants need to ev aluate, as fast as po ssible, the level
of intensity and pleasantness of each set of properties on scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 and 5 indicate the lowest and
the highest levels of intensity/pleasure/comfort respectively, and 3 means neutral).
The choice of properties should be determined after an alysis of d ata collected through a preliminary study. For
this reason a pilot questionnaire should be given and tested on-site during the preliminary investigation. It should
also i nclude users’ co mments r egarding the su rvey len gth, clar ity of pr operties g iven and po ssibly missing
properties. T he fi nal su rvey should be s hort i ncluding o nly t he most impo rtant an d clearly defi ned properties,
easily understandable for t he users, gi ving a possibility for not a nswering the questions whic h are not relevant
for their individual experiences. This will ensure a greater number of passers-by willing to participate.
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The survey also needs to include participants’ profile information (age, gender, occupation, ethnicity, familiarity
with space, visit frequency, average time spent, visit purposes, etc.) keeping the same balance in each space.

3.2 Analysis and Evaluation
The anal ysis of al l the information gathered in form of photographs a nd narratives c onsists of 4 main phases,
followed by synthesis and further interpretation through relevant theories. See Figure 5 bellow.
01 PHOTO-ANALYSIS
[a] PHOTOGRAPHS

02 NARRATIVES –
‘NMU’ ANALYSIS

03 QUESTIONNAIRE –
STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

04 TUPOLOGY –
SPATIAL
ANALYSIS

[b] KEYWORDS
Synthesis

[c] SEDUCTION &
SENSORIAL
MAPPING
Figure. 5 – Phases of Analysis
Phase 1: Photo-analysis
We propose 3 sub-phases for the analysis of the 100 collected photographs:

1. Photographs: All photographs from both walks are to be grouped according to the main motifs they represent,
namely: overa ll space/am bience, space ele ments, social space/activities (ope n space, greenery, gat hering,
cafés, p assers-by, self r

eflections), shopping (shop w indows, advertisements), f unctional elements

(wayfinding signs, practical facilit ies) and a rt pieces. Their number in ea ch walk indicates what space s and
motifs are pe rceived as t he most at tractive and se nsorially stim ulating t o use rs. T he num ber o f photos
repeated in both walks indicates to what extent seductive qualities of space depend on sensorial stimulation.
2. Keywords: All the photos are th en to b e re-grouped and analysed according to keywords assigned to them.
The keywords should be also grouped according to the main ‘themes’ they reflect, namely: emotions/affects,
seduction/attraction (enticement, relationship with space, promises), sensorial clues, functionality (usefulness,
comfort, wayfinding), atmosphere and social activities/people. This quasi-linguistic analysis provides further
insight into people’s preferences, attitudes towards space and spontaneous interactions with its elements.
3. Sensorial mapping: Al l t he p hotos t aken in both walks should be care fully m apped. Such a m apping t ool
unfolds broader spatial relationships between seductive and sensorial clues, their allocation and rhythm. The
dispersion and repetition of spatial ele ments and ambiences, sensorial stimuli and sensorial breaks, as well as
their links t o size of space, visib ility, entrances, ope n space, activities, etc. provid e insightful m eans for
understanding the l ogic of s eduction a nd pleasurable e xperiences i t can en gender. These m aps sh ould be
further used to complement the typological analysis of selected spaces, and interpreted in relation to relevant
theories.
Phase 2: Analysis of the Narratives
To analyse the descriptions gathered through interviews we propose a ‘natu ral meaning units’ (NMU) method,
which con sists of fiv e con sequent steps: 1. in tuitive/holistic understanding o f the raw data; 2 . recogn ition of
central themes; 3. forming a thematic index; 4. description and 5. synthesis of extended description.
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Phase 3: Short Questionnaire – Statistical Analysis
The analysis of data gathered through the survey is statistical. The results may indicate the level of seductiveness
and sensorial richness of investigated spaces, but also differences in experiences between different users’ profiles.
Phase 4: Spatial/Typological Analysis
Typological analysis serv es to spatially explo re th e c onnections between different properties of space with the
levels o f se duction a nd s ubjective pl easure. O verlapped with other phases o f a nalysis i t may sho w that rece nt
transformation of consumption spaces and the change in the mediation of power are correlated. Interpretations of
the results need to be careful and taken with caution, related solely to spaces under investigation.

4. Conclusions
Although b eing an i nnate part of design, sedu ction and s ubjectivity ha ve been marked as negative a nd
unwelcome in scien tific research. Our daily ex periences however s how t hat m ore system atic and rigorous
understanding of these phenomena is needed. Built environment has always b een one of the primal sources for
(re)producing, mediating and legitimising power in its various forms and on various levels. Architecture keeps
being used to promote economic and political power, technological advancement and global identity through its
aesthetics. Accordingly, arch itectural discipline is fu lly en snared within t he co ndition of permanent ten sions
between form and function, intentions and results, aesthetics and ethics, at the same time possessing power and
being weak, being used and being abused.
Living in the age of supermodernity [1 ], incomplete nihilism [8 ], gro wing uncertainty an d str ess, su bjective
human experience – aesthetic, symbolic and multi-sensorial – plays an increasingly important role. Due to these
circumstances people change the ways they perceive, evaluate and appreciate their built environments. However,
these phenomena have usually been stigmatised and neglected in scientific research, as too elusive, unreliable,
and too difficult to measure and evaluate. This resulted in misunderstanding the power of architectural design
and creatin g uniformed so lutions app lied u ncritically. Seduction and su bjective ex perience need to b e
reconsidered i n arc hitectural desi gn, an d a cknowledged a s rel evant i n design research. In o rder t o d o s o, new
research instruments are needed, that would be multi-disciplinary, user-oriented and holistic and approach.
The realm of architecture has been historically seen as the realm of the re al and material, and our conte mporary
spaces consta ntly show thei r inertia, c onservativeness a nd inflexibility. Understanding the power of seduction
can i mprove both de sign o f space s an d people’s i nteraction with t hem, t he l evel of t heir physical an d
programmatic flexibility. Our preliminary results show that seduction operates primarily on subconscious bodily
and em otional lev el, an d t hat it con siderably d epends on nu mber, intensity, d iversity an d allocation of
positive/pleasant sen sory sti muli p rovided. In itial resu lts also seem to su ggest t hat m ore co mplex, hybrid and
organic spaces ha ve greater seductive and sensorial qualities (as well as greater flexibility) as opposed to early
generation s hopping m alls. Furt hermore, people seem to resonate better to s uch s paces, a nd to establ ish m ore
positive bodily and mental dialogues with them. This correlation between mediation/representation of power and
space structure/atmosphere, as well as their mutual influences and transformations call for further investigation.
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The l ogic o f seduction m ay pl ay a n i mportant r ole a nd possesses po tentials fo r its creativ e applicatio n in
architecture, particularly in healthcare design. It can allo w architecture to reg ain its freed om to fully commit to
designing spaces according to very fundamental human needs that have often been ignored in past decades.
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